Drug repurposing and adverse event prediction using high-throughput literature analysis.
Drug repurposing is the process of using existing drugs in indications other than the ones they were originally designed for. It is an area of significant recent activity due to the mounting costs of traditional drug development and scarcity of new chemical entities brought to the market by bio-pharmaceutical companies. By selecting drugs that already satisfy basic toxicity, ADME and related criteria, drug repurposing promises to deliver significant value at reduced cost and in dramatically shorter time frames than is normally the case for the drug development process. The same process that results in drug repurposing can also be used for the prediction of adverse events of known or novel drugs. The analytics method is based on the description of the mechanism of action of a drug, which is then compared to the molecular mechanisms underlying all known adverse events. This review will focus on those approaches to drug repurposing and adverse event prediction that are based on the biomedical literature. Such approaches typically begin with an analysis of the literature and aim to reveal indirect relationships among seemingly unconnected biomedical entities such as genes, signaling pathways, physiological processes, and diseases. Networks of associations of these entities allow the uncovering of the molecular mechanisms underlying a disease, better understanding of the biological effects of a drug and the evaluation of its benefit/risk profile. In silico results can be tested in relevant cellular and animal models and, eventually, in clinical trials.